A Select Bibliography

Primary Sources

I. Works by Imamu Amiri Baraka (1934- )

Plays:

*Dutchman* (1964).

*The Slave* (1964).


*The Toilet* (1964).


*Experimental Death Unit # 1* (1964).


The above four plays are included in *Four Black Revolutionary Plays: All Praises to the Blackman*. Indianapolis: Bobbs Merill, 1969.
Slave Ship (1969)

*The Motion History (1976)*


*The Death of Malcolm X (1969).*

*Home on the Range (1969).*

*Police (1969).*


*Junkies are Full of SHHH.... (1971)*


**Other Books:**


Article:


Interview:


II. Works by Ed Bullins (1935- )

Plays:


Dialect Determinism (1965).


Clara’s Ole Man (1965).

Goin’ a Buffalo (1968).

A Son, Come Home (1968).

The Electronic Nigger (1968).
In the Wine Time (1968)

The above five plays are included in Ed Bullins' *Five Plays*. New York:

The Corner (1968).

In New England Winter (1969)

Street Sounds (1970)

It has no Choice (1973).

Jo Anne! (1973).


Black Commercial # 2(1973).


A Street play(1973).


It Bees Dat Way (1972).

Death List (1972).

*The Taking of Miss Janie (1981).*


### III. Works by Larry Neal (1940–81)

#### Plays:


*In an Upstate Motel* (1981)

#### Article:


#### Secondary Sources

#### Books:


Periodicals:


Interviews:


Electronic reference:

www.english.uiui.edu.blackarts.